
PORCELAIN KAYA IN NEW DIMENSIONS

News from MAOMI: KAYA GRAND, part of our growing KAYA family

In close collaboration with our manufacturer in Vietnam, we have extended KAYA’s elegant, 
minimalistic design by two new pieces: GRAND Dinner Plate and GRAND Dinner Bowl. 

With our 28 cm diameter GRAND Dinner Plate and 19.5 cm diameter GRAND Dinner Bowl, 
we meet our customers’ desires for extension and a greater variety in our KAYA porcelain series. 



Sustainability is an attitude with success

MAOMI has been working together with its partner company in Vietnam for almost two years, implementing 
designs together with the local artists. It`s always a pleasure to us watching the potters at work. With every 

move, their passion, experience and love for porcelain flow into KAYA. We are delighted to support the manu-
facturing process through our assignments in their efforts to ensure fair wages, social standards and gender 

equality in the local labour market. 

Showing greatness in all its lightness

Whether used as an elegant dinner plate, a cake platter or a decorative cheese plate, the KAYA GRAND Din-
ner Plate encourages your creativity. It retains the elegance and refinement that characterises all 

KAYA shapes.

The complementary KAYA GRAND Dinner Bowl is suitable for elaborate entrées or main courses, for salad 
variations or fine soups. As with all our bowls and cups, the GRAND Dinner Bowl tapers upwards to a fine lip. 

This preserves its unique appearance whilst maintaining both its delicate shape and robust sturdiness.

Our new additions follow the style of the KAYA series in their design language and haptic feeling. 
Color-coded in subtle sand tones and finely shining watercolor shades, they are available in the three 

colors greige-ecru, eggshell and shiny-white, just like the entire collection.
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